CLASSIFIED MESSAGE

TO: MEXICO CITY
FROM: DIRECTOR
CONF: WH 8
INFO: CCG 2, CA 2, C1/OA, FN, S/C 2

RE: HICK 13631, 22 DEC 61

MEXI 9872 (IN 13270)**

1. RELNS INDICATE DEFINITE KGBKARZ INVOLVMENT LIMUFFS WHICH REQUIRES
   REQUEST HQS 1 AND 2 AND FIELD TRACK.

2. ACCORDING INFO AVAILABLE KGBS, COS CONCURRED IN ODBEX USE LIMUFF 1.
   IN ACCORDANCE INTERAGENCY AGREEMENT KGBKARZ CANNOT USE LIMUFF 1 WITHOUT
   SPECIFIC APPROVAL ODBEX TO SHARE ASSET. HAS COS MADE THIS ARRANGEMENT
   LOCALLY? IF SO, HQS WILL INFORM ODBEX HQS IN PPHKIE. IF NOT, AND STATION
   WISHES CONTINUE USE, ADVISE HQS SO ODBEX PERMISSION MAY BE OBTAINED.

3. FYI: COVER HAS NO AGREEMENT WITH ROYAL CRION COMPANY SO WOULD
   PROBABLY CONCUR IN USE LIMUFF 1 AND WOULD NOT NEED NOTIFY COMPANY.

WH CONSENT: *Station instructed LIMUFF to prepare a KICAGE rebuttal review
of the book Cuba, Despertar de America

**Identified LIMUFF 1 and 2 and indicated L/2 through L/1 has
supplied Station with about 2,000 cards identifying Communists
in Mexico.

C/FI/DC/3. Glennon (in draft) fka

C/MD
J. C. XING
COORDINATING OFFICER
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